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NEWSLETTER

英国北西部日英協会
Japan Society North West

Toast for the New Year!

Kanpai! at the Bonenkai

The bonenkai for the year 2013 was held at the Padgate
Community Centre on Dec. 14th. Besides the usual feast
on Taka’s wonderful Japanese food, we had a special
entertainment: an Awa odori dance demonstration and
workshop by Awa Siren. When starting the workshop,
everybody was being shy, so I explained the famous Awa
dance lyrics that go:

踊る阿呆に (odoru ahouni) The dancers are fools
見る阿呆  (miru ahou)      The watchers are fools
同じ阿呆なら (onaji aho nara) If both are fools alike
踊らにゃ損、損 (odoranya son, son) Might as well dance!

This, as I hoped, encouraged many people to get up and
dance, so we had a wonderful time, as you can see in the
photos on next page.
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Top left: Awa Siren dances around the audience. Top right: Taka’s Oden. Centre
right: Alain, a friend of Awa Siren, shows the male dance to the workshop
participants. Centre left: Awa Siren dances using an umbrella. Left: Taka’s famous
Sushi. This year, they disappeared really quickly! Bottom Left: Female workshop
participants practice the movement, as Awa Siren shows how. Bottom right: After
Alain and Awa Siren danced the male dance, Awa Siren explains the difference
from the female dance, and Alain shows the mask a male dancer wears, which
symbolizes a drunken man.
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 The Japanese Foreign Minister’s Commendation for Angela Davies

I woke early on 29th October 2013 with some excitement
as I was going to a very special event in London.
Angela Davies, a member and former chairman of JSNW,
was to receive a very prestigious award. As a good friend
and secretary of JSNW I had been invited with Nigel our
vice chairman and a number of Angela’s family and
friends to the ceremony and reception afterwards.

Many of you know Angela well and are aware of her long-
standing relationship with Japan and all things Japanese.
It started many years ago when her late father encouraged
her to study the language.  As any of you who have
studied Japanese know, it doesn’t stop at just the
language, it becomes a study of the country, its people
and its culture as they all go hand in hand.

Angela has already been honoured by the Japanese people
when she became Cultural Ambassador for Kagawa
Prefecture on Shikoku Island.    She was the first Co-
ordinator for International Relations on the JET scheme
and was based in Kagawa.  This is where her love affair
with Japan began.

Since then she has worked tirelessly to foster relations
between our two countries, teaching Japanese (at all levels
including University), translating and encouraging anyone
and everyone to join her in her love of Japan. She has also
been involved with the creation and maintenance of
Japanese gardens both here and abroad, working closely
with Professor Fukuhara as his interpreter.

The award Angela received on the 29th was the Japanese
Foreign Minister’s Commendation recognising her long
and dedicated work. Only three people in the UK received
this award in 2013, Angela being the only British person.

Worldwide there were only 79 people who had been
honoured.

Angela received her commendation from Ambassador
Hayashi at the Ambassador’s Residence in Kensington
Palace Gardens. It is a beautiful house and as we
approached we were met by a member of staff and
ushered through to a conservatory/garden room. An
impressive room with beautiful drapes and a
magnificent Minton tiled floor. There we were served
champagne just before the ceremony started.

The Ambassador welcomed us all and spoke about the
work Angela has done over the years and then
presented her with her commendation. (I am sure this
will be framed and will be hanging on the wall in
Angela’s flat!). A toast was made to Angela and to
continued good relations between our two countries.
Angela then made her acceptance speech both in
Japanese and English mentioning some of the people
who have helped her along the road to where she is
now, a very respected and much loved ambassador for
all things Japanese.

Following the formalities, there was a reception hosted
by Ambassador Hayashi and Madame Hayashi. You
couldn’t wish for more gracious hosts!
The food included udon noodles, tempura and sushi,
all beautifully prepared and absolutely delicious,
washed down with wine or orange juice.

For me this was a truly amazing experience and I thank
Angela for asking me to be part of it. I can only finish
by saying a big congratulations to her!  What a
fantastic achievement!
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Hi everyone! My name is Tommaso Gianni; I am Italian,
from Viareggio, and an enthusiast of East Asian
languages and cultures: I love Chinese and Japanese. I
am also a member of the JSNW since a few years.

Before sharing with you all my experience in Japan with
a few photos too I want to introduce my self and my
passion a little better so as to clarify my link with Japan.

I started to have an interest when I was 11 years old,
when I was dreaming about wearing the Japanese gi
while performing Shotokan karate at a local club.
Bowing, performing kata and counting in Japanese
within a dojo was magic. Unfortunately this was a
teenager passion; very difficult to keep. Nevertheless, it
wasn’t all finished; that passion was just full of ups and
downs taking different shapes at different times. I never
dropped my interest for that culture, I simply was more
interested toward languages; so I decided to start
studying Japanese to a serious level, and I enrolled at the
University of Venice. This was the closest academic full
honour degree in Italy to my town. Off I went!

I have to admit my father too motivated me to study
Japanese as at that time he was working in the high
fashion industry and one of their best clients was Mitsui.
This connection allowed me to get into touch for the first
time with a Japanese family in Tokyo, Funabashi.

So the above story may work as a cultural background; I
was a single Italian graduated with a passion for
languages and martial arts, on the top of this I was
thirsty to learn the goods and bads of that culture.

Chance came to travel to Japan and to experience life in
a family just after graduating, when I was invited to join
and participate to a wedding ceremony. The ceremony
would have occurred 2 weeks after my arrival in Japan.

Now what I am going to share is a combination of facts
and personal impressions, I remember from that
experience; you may agree or not. I am also mentioning
the people name by the abbreviated form only, so
nobody gets hurt or offended. In other words I am going
to write something about the Japanese culture through
a family-based experience. I want to share these
because I do believe when you study a given culture you
may want to know all aspects of that culture and the way
they deal with social and cultural problems. You always

learn from an experience, sometimes you learn more from
an unexpected and “unpleasant” experience.

Some of my questions I was searching for answers were,
I had learned many Japanese people have a Buddhist faith;
so how does a Buddhist person deal with anger or love.
Does a Buddhist react to it like a Christian? Does religion
faith affect a human reaction at all? Have all Japanese
people acquainted and read with The Code of Bushido?

On the 7th of September 2003 I flew from Pisa, via Milan,
to Tokyo-Narita for my first ever flight to Japan across
Siberia at night; the view from the aircraft of those cities
was amazing as it was the view of Fuji-san as the first
major tourist attraction I could see before landing.

During the first weeks of my visit I had to deal with the

jetlag and with my first day as student-tourist-guest; so
we, me and my Japanese hosting father, Mr. Tera (this is
only the abbreviation of his family name) went to visit a
Buddhist temple in a tourist area full of shops, as
expected, where I had my first delicious Japanese meal.
Here I mostly did tourist things: Visiting a temple and
lighting an incense stick. I found out that some Japanese
chefs transform an ordinary job into a performance job:
We went to eat Tempura and saw the way they drain pasta
waiving their arms like wind-mill. This was exciting! The
following days covered a few high moments like our visits
to the Buddhist temples at Kamakura; here I could see the
magnificence of the Great Buddha statue. We sent to play
pachinko, this was a good laugh because I had never tried
any semi-illegal betting game until then and I won. I had
experienced observing my brother playing at the slot
machines in a casino in Las Vegas a few years previous to

My experience of a Japanese wedding!

Kamakura diabutsu
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this experience in Japan but I never played. It was
interesting to observe that in the USA casino are openly
rewarded; you go with your tokens and the cashier pays

your money. In comparison with Japan where playing
wasn’t totally acceptable – although nobody stopped
me; it was actually a diverse form of fun for adults –
when you win, you collect all your tokens in a bucket and
take them to a “blind office” where you have space
enough to pass them through and receive just a few
replacement tokens that again you have to take outside,
round the corner to a last “office” where finally these are
changed into currency and you have now your money.
This seemed to me a very funny way to pay your reward:
You don’t see the cashier, the cashier does not see you,
i.e. “nobody” know you but everyone know what
happened.

On the way back home by the metro me and Mr. Tera
had a great laugh because in the meantime I had
mentioned him I wanted to find a part-time job and
Pachinko seemed a temporary solution.

The day before the wedding came and Mr. Tera house
was filled of parents and relatives. Just the day before we
all went to Disney-world to let the groom and his
parents preparing the traditional dress. In Disney world
it was very busy, it was mostly families for what I could
remember seeing and not too dissimilar from the other
two Disney in the world: Orlando and Paris.

Finally the wedding day came! This was the day we were
all waiting for; Mr. Tera’s son was getting married and I
was invited to deliver a speech in Japanese. I went to a
few Italian wedding before this, so I observed this
ceremony comparing the two cultures to see how we
move in two cultures so far away on the globe. We all
went, dressed up, to a hotel reception where we all

gathered before, only the strict parents and me
proceeded toward a small room where bride and groom
were instructed a last time on how to behave during a
Shinto blessing. Indeed few minutes later a young guy, a
Shinto “priest”, all dressed up in white came to perform
his function; which lasted about 5 minutes and left.

After this we went all outdoor forming a queue by two
people and followed the bride and groom, leading the
queue, inside a temple: Unfortunately, I have no pictures
of this specific moment as we were all busy. This was the

first half of wedding ceremony, pretty much adhering to
a traditional way; the second was a blend of tradition and
modernity. The bride and groom were sitting along the
long side of a rectangular large dining room, alone and
cheering or toasting at every speech; however there was
no room for the “Italian” passionate and spontaneous,
loud cheering at every available opportunity, this is why I
started to feel a little frustrated. Now, at almost ten years
after, I can see how diverse the way to express passion.

The bride and the groom wear first traditional, then
western and back to traditional dress when it was
required by the schedule: Cheering, cutting wedding cake
and toasting at every guest’s table.

Pachinko

Groom toasting with guests

Parents attending shinto performance
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It came my turn to deliver a special speech; I was a bit
nervous but not too much. The text of my speech had
been seen and corrected by Mr. Tera, so I was confident
it was suitable for the occasion and it was also “nice and
sweet to the point”.

At the end of the banquet we were going back home
when I asked Mr. Tera to join the newly-weds and his
friends, who were continuing the celebration drinking
somewhere; but with my big disappointment I was
denied that. I was gob smacked and took it as the first
major cultural clash. I was denied that post-celebration
on the basis of “you don’t know them all”. I thought since
we spent a few dinners together in the family and
delivered a speech would had “introduced” me to the
newly-weds; this wasn’t the case for Mr. Tera. I was
unhappy at the peak of my permanence in Tokyo. We
didn’t discuss anymore about it and I didn’t want to
argue the point toward an unfriendly atmosphere until
the end of my permanence. There were a few more
episodes marking my experience in Japan but I want to
share just another one, a Matsuri, for space reasons.

By the end of my permanence we decided to drive toward
the country side to participate to a Matsuri. I forgot its
name, by looking at the pictures you can see it really
looks like a miniature version of Viareggio Carneval with
the differences that paper mache floaters are driven by a

tractor and dragging a float capable of carrying up to 60
people in Viareggio whereas in that town those floats
may carry up to 25 people and is pushed by people.

In Viareggio floats portray satyra-based figures, whereas
in Japan there were some marvellous samurai or saints
figures. In Viareggio figures have movements, in Japan
looked pretty still. In both cases some more people are
following or preceding the floats wearing traditional or
fancy dress and dancing following a precise

choreograph. In both cases some people are on the float
playing music whether traditional or contemporary. It
was very interesting and funny to observe that during
these events, in Italy and Japan, some people were
refreshing themselves by eating and drinking to the point
of showing red cheeks.

The atmosphere seemed very jolly in Japan; unfortunately
I can’t always say the same in Viareggio, where alcohol
rarely affect the mood of youngster in a bad way.

The number of foreign tourists was just a handful and I
remember vividly one Indian guy who was there for study
reason.

In conclusion I will never forget how instructive this
experience was, I saw the Japan I had studied and also
the Japanese people in the less public version, what I call
the Japan “out of the books”. I will always be grateful to
the Tera family in Funabashi.
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Past Event Report

Editor’s Comment
A very late Happy New Year to you all! This year is a special year for us, as we mark our 10th year, and we are also
holding Japan Day in Manchester! I hope you will all join us to share the excitement at our events.
For this issue, I, Yuko Howes, worked as the editor, as our usual editor, Emma Carroll, was ill. Emma will be back from
the next issue. If you have any story to tell, please send an article to Newsletter@jsnw.org.uk

Talk by Dr. Richard Wakeford
on the Fukushima Nuclear
Power plant Accident

Saturday, October 12th was a very cold day. I finally
arrived at the South entrance of Samuel Alexander
Building at the University of Manchester campus, and
was anxious to get inside. However, the “automatic
door” wouldn’t open! What? I shortly realized that you
would need to swipe a student card at the door to get
in. Fortunately, a student came by
soon, so I was able to get in, but that
meant that someone had to stay there
to let people in. The reception desk at
the door was empty and no one was
to be found. I should have realized
that was the beginning of the trouble
that was going to follow.

When Dr. Wakeford arrived, we went
downstairs to the lecture hall to set
up, only to find that we just could not
get the projector working. OK, don’t
panic yet; I had been given this
emergency number that was supposed to reach to an
on-call AV technician for the weekend. However, no
matter how many times I tried, absolutely no one was
answering! So, Dr. Wakeford’s beautiful powerpoint
presentation was on the computer, but it could not be
projected onto the screen. The ridiculously large screen
in the room looked rather ironical. I was not happy, as I
had called the AV department before the weekend to
make sure, and they kept on telling me, “Everything will
be set up for you.”

I was really worried thinking how the audience were
feeling about this trouble, but I was pleasantly
surprised; everybody was so understanding and helpful!
At least a few people came to the lectern and tried to
help us. After we had given up on the projector, we tried
to find a way to look at the computer screen. But the

computer is tightly screwed on the desk, and wouldn’t
turn around to face the audience.  Then one of the
audience came to us and offered us to use their laptop
so that we could face the computer screen to the
audience. So we put the laptop at the first row, and
everybody sat close to the laptop peeking into the small
screen. Fortunately, the number of people was a little
fewer than 20, so we managed to set up a very cosy and
intimate atmosphere for the talk.

At last, the talk started, 15 minutes later than the
planned time. The talk was very informative and
intriguing. We learned some things we never thought of.
For example, Dr. Wakeford spoke of the danger of a

wide scale evacuation of the general
public. Moving elderly and ill people
inevitably leads to deaths, so making
decisions about evacuations is very
difficult. Choosing to evacuate is not
necessarily the safe option for
everybody.

After the talk, a lively discussion
started. The intimate atmosphere
seemed to have helped everybody to
speak up, and it was like a workshop.
We also had two young people who

were teaching English in or near Fukushima until
summer, so we were able to hear the recent and first-
hand accounts of the affected area. Around 4 o’clock, I
needed to stop the discussion as we had overrun our
time slot, although we were sure that the University
wouldn’t mind if we went overtime, as they probably
even didn’t know we were there! Even after the
conclusion of the event, many people gathered around
Dr. Wakeford to talk to him. Dr. Wakeford was very
friendly and down-to-earth, and answered everybody’s
questions willingly.

I kept on apologizing for this projector problem, but Dr.
Wakeford was very understanding and said he was
rather ashamed for the University’s ineptitude. Thanks
to everyone’s kindness, I was able to go home filled with
gratefulness.

Yuko Howes with Dr. Richard Wakeford
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Upcoming Events

Japan Day 2014 is coming!

Yes, it’s the news you have all been waiting for. Japan Day is back! After
the hiccup of the last Japan Day being a year late, we have returned to
the planned schedule. We are back at the Midland Hotel in Manchester.
If you were at Japan Day 2010 you would know we had some serious
over-crowding issues, so this time we’ve hired two extra rooms to give
us some much needed space. We will have a focus on food, with one
large room totally dedicated to food!

To keep up-to-date with Japan Day news, keep checking our Japan Day

web site: JapanDay.co.uk

Monday 25 August 2014
Midland Hotel in Manchester

Annual General Meeting
Saturday 10 May 2014
Padgate Community Centre

This year is a special one for the Society.  It’s our tenth
anniversary!  Japan Society North West was founded on
6 May 2004. We are planning a little celebration at the
AGM.  Details are a little sketchy at the moment, but
the basic plan is free home-made Japanese food!
Put the date in your diary now. Come join us on 10
May to celebrate 10 years of Japan Society North West.

Film Viewing: “Hafu”
In March

Date and venue to be confirmed
This time, we will watch the film “Hafu”, which
is a story of multi-racial Japanese people. Visit
hafufilm.com for more details.

Conversation Evenings
In Manchester and Liverpool

Odd months in Manchester, even months in Liverpool.


